
Common Blues Chord Patterns

Let’s start with the most common pattern, a simple 12 bar

C (I) % % %

F (IV) % C (I) %

G7 (V7) % C (I) %

Here’s a quick change (bar 2) blues with a walk down
(bar 10), a I7 to lead to the IV, and a turnaround (bar 12)!

C (I) F (IV) C (I) C7 (I7)

F (IV) % C (I) %

G7 (V7) F (IV) C (I) G7 (V7)

Adding an anti-clockwise circle of 5ths movement

C (I) F (IV) C (I) C7 (I7)

F (IV) % C (I) A7 (VI7)

D7 (II7) G7 (V7) C (I) G7 (V7)

This leads us on to more ‘ragtime blues’ (we’ll come back to that), but first another type of 
blues, the 8 Bar Blues (there are lots of variations!)

Trouble in Mind (often the IV chord is played as a 7th too)

I V7 I IV7

I V7 I            IV7 I            V7

Key to the Highway (even the I chord can be a 7th sometimes!)

I7 V7 IV7 %

I7 V7 I7     V7

Lots of rock and roll songs use the 8 bar blues, like “Heartbreak Hotel”

I % % I7

IV % V7            I

Sometimes the IV turns minor (iv)   The first line of this one will return!

I I7 IV iv

I V7 I           V7

The key point though is that these all use a small number of chords, and recognising the 
patterns in songs is the key to playing by ear. Download a rotating circle of 5ths tool from 
learntheukulele.co..uk and play in any key you like!
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The blues is a very broad church, and even die-hard blues players would play more popular 
tunes in order to get an audience. Guitarists like the Rev. Gary Davis and Blind Blake played 
with a ragtime influence, and even Robert Johnson liked to add this kind of progression into 
his songs. Jug bands often did this too, and slowly this simple acoustic music, as well as 
eventually bringing about rock and roll, became jazz.

Here’s a more ‘ragtimey’ pattern. Look at how it it moves around the circle. And yes, this is 
indeed the verse part of “5 Foot 2”!

I                 III7 VI7 %

II7 V7 I %

Here’s another song that does a similar thing, “Rag Mama” by Blind Boy Fuller. Whenever you 
see a series of 7th chords in a row, it’s a pretty good bet this is what’s happening!

VI7 % II7 %

V7 % I %

We’ve reached a point now where it actually gets pretty sophisticated. This AABA structure 
remains common in jazz to this day. Spot the shaded part that appeared in our 8 bar blues. 

Try singing “Hot Tamales (They’re Red Hot)” to this one. It also works for Gus Cannon’s “Walk 
Right In”, “Can’t Get Enough of That Stuff” by the Hokum Boys and loads of others. 

I VI7     II7           V7 I                        

I VI7 II7 V7

I         I7       IV           iv

I VI7     II7           V7 I        ‘tag’ IV7

II7           V7 I

Here’s Bo Carter’s “I Get The Blues”

I % VI7 %

II7 V7 I               IV7 I                 V7

I % VI7 %

II7 % V7 %

I % I7 %

IV7 % % %

I % VI7 %

II7 V7 I               IV7 I                 V7

Minor key blues, “St. James Infirmary”
Make the I and IV chords minor, but leave the V7 as it is
i                  V7 i i                  iv V7

i                  V7 i iv               V7 i
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Rhythm, emphasis, groove

So now we are happy with the chords we’re likely to be playing, we need to look at how we 
play them. This is easily overlooked, but is absolutely crucial in getting the music to sound 
right. There are many blues performers who played songs with no chord changes at all, for 
example Charlie Patton, Barbecue Bob, & John Lee Hooker. No chord changes, nothing but a 
riff, a rhythm, a groove. The blues was party music, juke-joint music, we’ve-just-been-paid-
let’s-get-drunk music. People needed to be able to dance to it. Try just the riff from “Ragged 
and Dirty”, once we’ve learned it, over and over without any of the chord changes.

There’s a lot of subtlety involved, but some basic principles at work. The rhythm swings, the 
emphasis is on the backbeat (beats 2 and 4), and the shorter the note or chord, the more 
power it will have.

Let’s deal with those one at a time.

Swing 
To make a rhythm swing, we delay the ‘ands’, but not at the expense of the beat. Instead of this

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &

we get something like this

1 &  2 &  3 &  4 &  

How much do we delay it? That’s up to the player. That’s how hard you swing!
Now emphasise the 2 and 4, and make the ‘ands’ quieter

1 &  2 &  3 &  4 &  

Finally, try and mute the strings immediately after strumming. You can do this on every beat, 
or just one the 2 and 4.
Often you’ll hear an emphasis on the ‘1’ as well, maybe a bass note on a low guitar string.
This isn’t an exact science, it’s more to do with finding your own voice, whilst still maintaining 
something that we recognise as blues.

You can also help with this feel, and create drive, by finding the 5th of the chord and raising it 
to the 6th on beats 2 and 4 (and then up to the 7th for another variation)
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Fingerpicking

Fingerpicked patterns follow these same general rules. It’s very common for the right hand 
thumb to alternate between the two lowest strings (this sounds really good with a low G). 
When playing in this style, it’s really important not to use two many fingers! That alternating 
thumb is your heartbeat, your metronome, the equivalent of your swinging hand strumming.

Here’s a really useful alternating thumb pattern

You can take the individual elements of this and mix them up to make new patterns or fills
                    C

Then chain patterns together to make a longer patterns
                    C

Try applying these patterns to the chord progressions from earlier. Remember, this isn’t 
classical music, so make it swing and don’t be too gentle or precious about it. Energy and 
feeling is more important than precision.

Riffs, runs, and turnarounds
                  C                                                                                             G7

                  C                                                                                       G7
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Here’s a full 12 bar blues in C. It looks tricky, but see how the only bars that vary from a 
standard pattern are bars 4, 8, and the final 2 ½ bars, which are a turnaround.

The more little riffs and turnarounds you have tucked away, the more keys you can play in, and 
the more variety you can add.

Here’s a turnaround in F

one in G

and one in A

If you don’t go to the final chord in each of these, they become an ending!
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MY BABY DONE CHANGED THE LOCK ON THE DOOR
"Casey Bill" Weldon

I % % %

IV % I %

V7 % I %

                            I
My baby done changed, well, she done changed the lock on the door
                            IV                                                                                          I
My baby done changed, well, she done changed the lock on the door
                              V7                                                           I
She said, "That key you got won't fit this lock no more"

I went home last night ‘bout half past 10
Tried the key in the lock and I couldn't get it in, 'cos
                            IV                              
My baby done changed...

I called my woman up, "Honey, what you want me to bring?"
She whispered real low, "Don't bring a dog gone thing”,

Stay on the I, twice as long this time!

I crawled out to the window, just to see what I could see
My baby had a young man there, sure enough wasn't me
                             IV
My baby done changed...
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TROUBLE IN MIND
Richard M. Jones

G (I) D7 (V7) G (I)       G7 (I7) C (IV)    C7 (IV7)

G (I) D7 (V7) G (I)       C7 (IV7) G (I)       D7 (V7)

                     G                      D7             G              G7       C         C7
Trouble in mind, I’m so blue, but I won’t be blue always
        G                                      D7                               G   C7   G   D7
The sun’s gonna shine on my back door some day

I’m gonna lay my head on some lonesome railroad iron
And when the 2:19 comes I’m gonna pacify my gentle mind

Trouble in mind…

I’m going down to the river, gonna take my old rocking chair
And if the blues comes and finds me I’ll just rock away from there

Trouble in mind…
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SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
The Mississippi Sheiks

F (I) F Bb (IV) Bb F (I)

F C7 (V7) Bb7 (IV7) F

F

                      F                                    
Was all the summer, and all the fall
Bb                                                            F
   Just tryin' to find my little old Lenore
                            F                       C7
But now she's gone, I don't worry
                     Bb7                              F
'Cause I'm sitting on top of the world

Was in the spring, one summer day
Just when she left me, she's gone to stay
But now she's gone…

Then you come here runnin', holdin' up your hand
Can get me a woman, quick as you can get a man
But now she's gone…

It have been days, I didn't know your name
Why should I worry and prayer in vain?
But now she's gone…

Goin' to the station, down in the yard
Goin' get me a freight train, work some, get hard
But now she's gone…

The lonesome days, they have gone by
Why should you beg me and say goodbye?
But now she's gone... 

(over the final 3 bars, “sittin’ on top of the world..”)

                Bb7                                            F
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I GET THE BLUES
Bo Carter

G % E7 %

A7 D7 G                C7 G      D7

G % E7 %

A7 % D7 %

G % G7 %

C7 % % %

G % E7 %

A7 D7 G                C7 G      D7

G                                                         E7
Baby, I'm so blue, so blue 'bout you, sweet baby
                        A7               D7          G          C7 G D7
'Cause your lovin' is so soft and warm
                  G                                                    E7
Then I get the blues, deep down in my heart, sweet baby
                        A7                                                       D7
'Cause I'm a million miles from your love at home
            G                                        G7
Now, listen here, sweet baby, please listen to me
(2nd time: Now, listen here, sweet baby, I really can't understand)
C7
I know that your lovin' is the best that I ever seen 
(2nd time: Thinkin' 'bout your lovin', mixed with some other man)
               G                                           E7
Then I get so blue, so blue 'bout you, sweet baby
                        A7                D7          G          C7 G D7
'Cause your lovin' is so soft and warm

          E7 run
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RAGGED AND DIRTY
William Brown

C7 % F7 % C7 riff % % % C7

F7 % % C7 riff % % % C7

G7 % F7 % C7 riff % % % C7

                       C7                                           F7                              C7 riff     C7

Lawd, I'm broke and I'm hungry, ragged and dirty too,
                     F7                                                 C7 riff     C7      

Broke and hungry, ragged and I'm dirty too.
       G7                                                 F7                              C7 riff    C7

If I clean up, sweet mama, can I stay all night with you? 

Lord, I went to my window, baby, I couldn't see through my blind,
Went to my window, couldn't see through my blind.
Heard my bedsprings uncovered, I throwed down, heard my baby cryin'.

Now if I can't come in, baby, just let me set down in your door.
I can't come in, baby, let me set down in your door.
Lord, I will leave so soon that your man won't never know.

Lord, how can I live here, baby, Lord! and feel at ease?
How can I live here, baby, Lord! and feel at ease?
'Cause that woman that I got me, she do just what she please.

Lord, you shouldn't mistreat me, baby, because I'm young and wild,
Shouldn't mistreat me, 'cause I'm young and wild.
You must always remember, baby, you was once a child.

Lord, I'm leavin' in the mornin', baby, if I have to ride this line.
Leave in the mornin', have to ride this line.
Mmm, mistreat me, baby, and I swear I don't mind dying. 
 

C7 riff
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